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Methodology

This landscape covers utility patents published in the United States after the year 2000 relevant to the topic of
"electrically conductive tethers for providing electrical energy from a ground vehicle to an unmanned aircraft." The
landscape is limited to the 500 most relevant patent families meeting these criteria.

Portfolios are grouped by company and ranked by their relative impact as well as scored by their relevance to the
specific technology.  The Total Portfolio Impact accounts for the size, recency, and percent of active filings, while the
Relative Portfolio Relevance uses a graph-based natural language processing algorithm to assign relevancy scores.

Top Ten Players Summary

Google and its discontinued (Makani Technologies) or subsidiary (Wing) projects represent the largest collective player
in the landscape.  Despite having a portfolio that is half as large, Aurora Flight Sciences and its parent company Boeing
hold a more recent and actively maintained portfolio, giving them a Total Portfolio Impact score that is nearly as large as
Google's.  While these two players dominate this space, other companies include large and moderate size players in the
communications, transportation, and defense contracting sectors.
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Top Ten Players Detail

Google's X Development program has spawned or acquired two subsidiaries in this space - the now defunct Makani
Technologies and Wing, which is actively commercializing drone delivery.  The lack of recent filing activity suggests that
Google is not actively pursuing further R&D in this space, however.

Boeing officially acquired Aurora Flight Sciences in late 2017 and has continued filing under both names in this IP space
since that time. Aurora was established in 1989 and has a history of specializing in unmanned aviation and aeronautics. 
In 2022, Virgin Galactic announced that Aurora Flight Sciences would design and manufacture its new mothership.

Amazon has been known to be working on autonomous drone delivery of packages since 2013 and has launched trials
of a program called Prime Air Amazon in several U.S. states.  It is expected to compete in the last mile delivery space
with Google's Wing.
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Top Ten Players Detail (cont.)

Teledyne acquired FLIR, a maker of thermal imaging systems and sensors, in early 2021.  Teledyne FLIR revenues are
nearly 2 billion U.S. dollars and primarily derived from government contracts. Despite having a relatively small portfolio,
the relevance is the highest among the top 5 players.

Textron Inc. is a publicly-traded U.S. conglomerate and Fortune 500 company with revenues north of $12 billion.  They
are active in the aviation and aeronautics space, and their portfolio has some focus on in-flight recharging of other
vehicles.

T Mobile is a major U.S. communications brand which maintains its own telecommunications networks and is a
subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom.  Publicly, it has portrayed itself as a leader at the intersection between 5G
communications technology and unmanned aerial vehicles.
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Top Ten Players Detail (cont.)

AeroVironment is an American defense contracting company focused on UAV design and production.  With revenues
less than $500 million U.S. dollars, it is the smallest player in the top ten, though it is still a publicly-traded company
listed on the NASDAQ.

Ford is a major U.S.-based car manufacturer.  Its portfolio in this space seems to have some focus on recharging of
ground based electric vehicles though some publicity has also been focused on a potential plan to compete in the area
of last mile delivery.

Shenzhen DJI Sciences and Technologies Ltd. is a commercial drone manufacturer based in China and backed by
several state entities that has been the target of U.S. sanctions and security concerns.  It has been reported that as of
2021, its commercial products accounted for >70 percent of the international commercial drone market.
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Top Ten Players Detail (cont.)

The Naval and Air Force branches of the U.S. military have been grouped as the number ten player in this space. 
Despite having one of the smallest and least active portfolios in this landscape, its filings are the most relevant to the
searched technology on average.

Most Relevant Patent Filings
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